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Child1st Publications LLC. Paperback. Condition: New. Sarah K Major (illustrator). 228 pages.
Dimensions: 10.9in. x 8.5in. x 0.5in.Is your child struggling with fractions Fractions are hard for most
children to learn and remember. Because an understanding of fractions is essential to algebra (and
other higher level maths) and are important in day to day life, it is worthwhile to explore why
fractions are hard, and then share some strategies that will help students learn and understand
fractions. How Right-Brained Fractions addresses these difficulties: 1. Every term is defined in such
a way that the very structure of each word is explored for its meaning. For example, Numerator is
broken into two parts: Ator means one who and Numer means enumerates or counts which means
that the numerator is one who counts. 2. Each term is also stylized in full color to show the meaning
of the word. 3. Real life stories introduce students to the meaning behind the various steps in
fractions which help students remember what to do and why they are doing it. (Thus avoiding the
need for memorization of steps). 4. Every lesson has hands-on components before the student ever
deals with symbols and puts pencil to...
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This pdf can be worthy of a read through, and superior to other. It generally does not expense excessive. Its been printed in an exceptionally simple way
and it is just soon after i finished reading this ebook in which in fact modified me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr. August Hermiston PhD-- Mr. August Hermiston PhD

Thorough manual! Its this sort of good read through. it absolutely was writtern very flawlessly and helpful. I am just easily will get a delight of studying a
created publication.
-- Abdiel Stiedemann Sr.-- Abdiel Stiedemann Sr.
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